
Applied End Cap 

Applied Laminate end caps are provided at no 
charge. End caps are applied after the face is 
laminated 



End Splash or Side  Splash 

Splashes are available in two basic styles, each  at one cost. 
 
Standard:  Available for all styles of tops. Please specify height, 
length, and left-hand or right-hand. Remember to allow for each 
splash when giving the length of top. 
 
Preformed Splash: Available for all Post formed Styles of tops. 
Splashes are routed to fit to tops, yet require jobsite alterations 
to custom fit to top. Specify style and left-hand or right-hand. 



Additional Cutout(s) 

One cutout is included PER ORDER at no charge. 
However, any additional cutouts will be an 
additional cost. 
 
Specify sink location from the end  or corner of the 
top to the center of the cutout 



Mitered Corner - UNASSEMBLED 

Miter Corner is the application used to join Post formed or Coved 
tops together to form a 45 degree corner of L-Shape. If the 
finished size of the L-shape exceeds 80”x144” the top should be 
shipped unassembled. If the top is fabricated  with two mitered 
corners or U-Shape, at least one leg must be shipped 
unassembled. 
 
The customer is provided with a package of four miter bolts to be 
used in assembling the corner on the jobsite. 



Standard Bar Cut 

When Joining a Post formed or coved top to a Post formed Bar top, 
the bar portion will extend longer depending on the width of the bar. 
In each case a small cap will be applied to the backsplash.  
When Providing the measurement for the countertop with a kitchen 
mitering into a bar top, please specify if measurement is OVERALL or 
TO MITER. 
REMEMBER: You cannot miter a bar less than 27” of any Post formed 
style into a 25” kitchen. Post formed bar tops cannot be mitered 
together unless they are equal in depth. 



Mitered Corner - ASSEMBLED 
Mitered Corner is the application used to join Post formed or Coved tops 
together to form a 45 degree corner or L-Shape. These Tops can be 
assembled if the finished size does not exceed 80” x 144” 

Information Regarding Bar Overhang 

A 27” Bar top creates 2” of bar overhang* 
A 30” Bar top creates 5” of bar overhang* 
A 36” Bar top creates 11” of bar overhang* 
A 42” Bar top creates 17” of bar overhang* 

*when going on standard 24” cabinets* 



Butt Joint Assembled or Unassembled 

A butt joint is necessary in all tops over 144” long. Butt joints 
may be assembled if the top is 168” or less in length. The 
charge for a butt joint applies whether the joint is shipped 
assembled OR loose. The butt joint placement must always be 
provided by the customer ad should never be placed in the sink 
or cooktop cut-out. 



Radius Corner/Eased End 

Radius Corner  
(Dimension Required) 

The single radius corner can be applied to the 
Custom Self Edge. A true is measured equally 
from each corner. A radius can be used on any 
style of top, except for Bevel.  
A radius applied to a post formed top is 
actually an eased end. (The smallest radius is 
1” and the largest is 8” 

Eased End  
(Dimensions Required) 

The eased end corner can be used on any style 
of top, except Bevel. If a radius corner is 
ordered on a rolled style of top an eased end is 
fabricated. There are 3 basic sizes ordered:  
 Softened – Measures 1” x3”  

3” Eased – Measures 2”x4” 
6” Eased – Measures 4 ¼”x8” 
An  eased end corner can be ordered as a radius. 

*Rule of Thumb applies: 
Always remember to add at least 1” of overhang in addition to the 
size of the radius to ensure that the overall length of the top will not 
leave the cabinets exposed (Ex. Cabinet's =97” =3” =1” overhang + 
101” in overall length. 



*Information  for Both Styles* 
Specify the overhang from cabinet or 
specify the size of sweep radius 
wanted. 

Half Round or Sweep Radius End 

Half Round* 

The half round is available on 
all styles of top except Bevel. 
The half round is primarily 
used on Square Edge Bar 
tops. A half round is not 
recommended post formed 
bar top. 

Sweep Radius End* 

The sweep radius end is often 
referred to as an Arc End. The 
arc end is available on all styles 
tops except Bevel. It is 
primarily used on the post 
formed bar tops (No-Drip, 
Waterfall, etc.) as an end 
treatment to a soften the end 
of the bar. 



Angle Cut, Clip or Base End Angle 

*Information needed 
to fabricate* 

Angle Cut or Clip* 
(Available on all styles) 

Base End Angle Cut 
(Available on all styles) 

Cabinet Specs  are Required 

Base End Cabinet* 
(Available on all styles) 



As long as top fits 
within a  60”x144” 
there will not be a 
seam. That is the 
largest size sheet 

we can order. 
 

Information 
needed to 
fabricate 

45 Degree Inside Corner 
(Custom) 

Custom Square, Bevel or Ideal 
 

The corner cabinet base 
measurement must be 
provided at the time of order. 
The corner measurements 
must be provided. The bridge 
front may be used when  the 
corner is not  square. 



Only available 
in Post formed 
edge with NO  
Backsplash or 
Loose Square 

Backsplash 
 
 

Information 
needed to 
fabricate 

45 Degree Inside Corner 
(Post Formed) 

No-Drip, Waterfall, European, or 
180 Bullnose 

 
The corner cabinet measurement 
must be provided at time of 
order. The corner measurements 
must be equal and the CORNER 
MUST BE SQUARE. 



Diagonal Bridge 

The front diagonal edge is pieced in and is designed to allow 
a sink to be placed with a standard 3” set back from the 
edge. 

A standards double bowl 
sink will work with this 
cut if a 6” spacer is 
placed on each side of 
the sink. The sink cutout 
will not be cut in the top. 
However, a triangular 
hole will be in the top at 
the sink location. 

The cabinet sink base 
measurement must be 
provided at the time of 
order. The corner 
measurements must be 
equal and the CORNERS 
MUST BE SQUARE. 



Plateau Shelf Extension 

Plateau Shelf Extension 
 
The front 45 degree edge is 
created by the top being set 
in and the shelf piece is 
attached behind the 
backsplash. 

The corner cabinet base 
measurement must be 
provided at the time of 
order. The corner 
measurements must be 
equal and the CORNER 
MUST BE SQUARE. 



*Information 
needed to 
fabricate* 

2-3 Sided Notch 
(Pipe Chase) 

The 2-3 sided notch is also 
know as a Pipe Chase. Notch 
cuts may require splashes to be 
installed around the cutout. 
This will help cover any gaps 
that most commonly occur 
with this style of cut. 



We will need 
to know how 
far down the 

cut needs to be 
on the b/s; as 

well as how far 
out to extend 
if applicable. 

 
*Information 

needed to 
fabricate* 

Backsplash Cut down 
(with or without Ext.) 

The Backsplash cut 
down (with or without 
extension) is used 
when there is a 
window sill or  
pass-through 



Extended Sink Front 

Extend sink front is only available in Custom edges 
such as; Custom Square, Bevel or Ideal edges. 

*Information Required to Fabricate* 



Mounting Plate or Solid Buildup 

A mounting plate is additional particle board which fits inside  
bottom of the bar tops. The mounting plate is ordered with bar 
tops t assist in the installing the bar onto cabinets or half walls, 
The mounting plate is intended to be secured to the half wall 
before installing the bar top. Mounting plate is removable. 

Solid buildup is additional particle board which is applied to the 
underneath of the top to fill in the void between the outside 
edge of the top and the cabinets. In most cases, there would be 
13” of solid buildup on a 36” Bar and 19” of buildup on a 42” bar. 
Solid buildup adds strength to the top and reduces the risk of 
warping or bowed tops. Solid Buildup is not removable. 



Loos End Cap 

A loose end cap can be ordered to apply to our top on the job 
site. Loose end caps are available for each edge profile. Please 
indicate if you want this made with or without hot melt applied 
to the back. We will also need to know the style, profile, color 
and if the left-hand or right-hand side is needed. 

If a non-standard size is requested we may recommend a 
6”x30” piece of capping material if applicable. 



3-4-5 Measurement 

The best way to check whether a corner is square is to use the 3-
4-5 method: 
1. Start in a 90-degree corner, measure out 3 feet, and mark that 
spot. 
2. From the same corner, measure out 4 feet in the opposite 
direction and mark that spot. 
3. Using a tape rule, measure the distance from the end marks of 
the 3- and 4-foot marks. 
If the walls are square, the distance between the marks will be 5 
feet (60"). If it does not equal 5’, it is not square. If they are not 
square; write down what the last measurement is (60 1/4" or 59 
1/2" for example) on the drawing when placing your order.  


